Abstract. The aim of this paper is to study some modular contractions of the moduli space of stable pointed curves Mg,n. These new moduli spaces, which are modular compactifications of Mg,n, are related with the minimal model program for Mg,n and have been introduced in [CTV18]. We interpret them as log canonical models of adjoints divisors and we then describe the Shokurov decomposition of a region of boundary divisors on Mg,n.
Introduction
The moduli space M g,n of stable n-pointed curves of genus g is a natural compactification of the moduli space M g,n of smooth n-pointed projective curves of genus g and it is one of the most studied objects in algebraic geometry. Nevertheless, most of its rich birational geometry is still unknown. In particular, the following two natural questions are still very much open.
region of the polytope of adjoint divisors (see Corollary 1.2). Recall that a Shokurov polytope collects adjoints divisors with the same ample model; the existence of such a decomposition for M g,n is proven in [BCHM10, Cor. 1.1.5]. Determining the full decomposition of the space of adjoint divisors is one of the ultimate goals in the study of the birational geometry of M g,n and this is the first general result in this direction. Let us stress again that the ample models of the Shokurov polytopes described by our result all have a modular interpretation, so it is natural to ask the following question.
Question 3. Does the Shokurov decomposition of the space of adjoint divisors on M g,n admit a modular interpretation?
Let us also mention that in [CTV18] we also constructed several other weakly modular compactifications M T + g,n of M g,n , which are endowed with a morphism f where ∼ is the equivalence relation such that irr is equivalent only to itself and (τ, I) ∼ (τ ′ , I ′ ) if and only if (τ, I) = (τ ′ , I ′ ) or (τ ′ , I ′ ) = (g − τ, I c ), where I c = [n] \ I. We will denote the class of (τ, I) in T g,n by [τ, I] and the class of irr in T g,n again by irr. We also set T * g,n := T g,n \ {irr}. For any T ⊂ T g,n , consider the (smooth, irreducible and of finite type over the base field k) algebraic stack of T -semistable curves M T g,n := {n-pointed curves of genus g with ample log canonical class, having singularities that are nodes, cusps or tacnodes of type contained in T , and not having elliptic tails}, see As special case of the above stacks, for T = ∅ we obtain the stack of pseudostable n-pointed curves of genus g M ps g,n := M ∅ g,n = {n-pointed curves of genus g with ample log canonical class, having singularities that are nodes and cusps, and not having elliptic tails}. Excluding the trivial case (g, n) = (1, 1) (when M ps g,n = ∅) and the pathological case (g, n) = (2, 0) (see [CTV18, Rmk. 1.13] and also Remark 3.8), M ps g,n is a proper Artin stack with finite inertia (and Deligne-Mumford if char(k) = 2, 3) with coarse moduli space φ ps : M ps g,n → M ps g,n Furthermore, if char(k) = 0, then f T : M ps g,n → M T g,n is the contraction associated to a Knegative face F T of the Mori cone N E(M ps g,n ) and M T g,n is a projective variety. When T = T g,n , f T is the second step of the Hassett-Keel program, and has been studied (together with its flip) in [HH13] for n = 0 and in the trilogy [AFSvdW17, AFS17b, AFS17a] for n > 0 (and char(k) = 0).
In Section 3, we study the geometric properties of M T g,n and of the birational contraction f T : M ps g,n → M T g,n . More precisely: in Proposition 3.13 we determine which line bundles on M T g,n descend to Q-line bundles on M T g,n ; in Proposition 3.16, we investigate when M T g,n is Qfactorial or Q-Gorenstein; in Proposition 3.17, we show that the contraction f T can be factorised in a modular way into a composition of divisorial contractions followed by a small contraction.
Finally, Section 4 is devoted to the description of the contractions Υ T : M g,n → M T g,n as ample models of adjoint Q-divisors on M g,n (in characteristic zero). The main result of this paper is the following theorem. where a ≥ 0, 0 ≤ α irr ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ α i,I ≤ 1.
(1) L is ample if and only if it is F-ample. In this case, we have that
(2) Assume that (g, n) = (1, 1), (2, 0). Then L is semiample with associated contraction equal to Υ : M g,n → M ps g,n if and only if it is F-nef and the only F-curve on which it is trivial is C ell . In this case, we have that (3) Fix T ⊆ T g,n and assume that (g, n) = (1, 1), (2, 0), (1, 2) and that α irr ≤ 10−a 12 . Then Υ * (L) is semiample with associated contraction equal to f T : M ps g,n → M T g,n if and only if Υ * (Υ * (L)) is F-nef and the only F-curves on which it is trivial are the ones whose images in M ps g,n have numerical classes contained in F T . Moreover, in this case the ample model of L is equal to Υ T : M g,n → M T g,n if we assume furthermore that α irr ≤ 9 − a + α 1,∅ 12 . In particular, we have that
The proof of the above theorem is based on two key observations. The first one (Proposition 4.6) is that an adjoint divisor L is nef if and only if it is F-nef, i.e. adjoint divisors satisfy the F-conjecture, which is an interesting statement by itself. The second result (Proposition 4.10) says that if L is an adjoint divisor on M ps g,n such that Υ * (L) is F-nef and the only F-curves on which it is trivial are the ones whose images in M ps g,n have numerical classes contained in F T , then L is nef and trivial only on the curves whose numerical class is contained in F T .
The following Corollary of Theorem 1.1 describes the decomposition in Shokurov polytopes of a region of adjoint divisors. As explained in Remark 4.2, our divisors are adjoint in the generalised sense of [BZ16] . Corollary 1.2 (Corollary 4.15). Assume that char(k) = 0 and that (g, n) = (1, 1), (2, 0), (1, 2).
g,n and such that if α irr = 1 then α i,I > 0 for any [i, I] ∈ T * g,n . Assume furthermore that
where T is admissible and it is uniquely determined by (for g ≥ 2) irr ∈ T ⇔ equality holds in (1.2),
In particular, this corollary describes the Shokurov decomposition for the region of adjoint divisors
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Preliminaries on the Picard group and the F-curves of M g,n
We will start this section by recalling the description of the rational Picard group Pic(M g,n ) Q of the coarse moduli space M g,n , which we identify with the rational Picard group Pic(M g,n ) Q of the Deligne-Mumford stack M g,n via the pull-back along the morphism M g,n → M g,n .
To any element of the set T g,n defined in (1.1), we can associate a line bundle on M g,n , and hence a Q-line bundle on M g,n , in the following way:
• To irr ∈ T g,n we associate the line bundle δ irr := O Mg,n (∆ irr ), where ∆ irr is the irreducible boundary divisor of M g,n whose generic point is a stable curve with one non separating node.
• To [i, I] ∈ T * g,n , which is different from any subset of the form [0, {k}] ∈ T g,n for k ∈ [n], we associate the line bundle δ i,I := O Mg,n (∆ i,I ), where ∆ i,I is the irreducible boundary divisor of M g,n whose generic point is a stable curve formed by gluing nodally two smooth irreducible curves C 1 ∈ M i,I and C 2 ∈ M g−i,I c .
• To [0, {k}] ∈ T * g,n , we associate the line bundle ψ k := σ * k (ω Cg,n / Mg,n ), where ω Cg,n / Mg,n is the relative dualising sheaf of the universal family π : C g,n → M g,n and σ k is its k-th section.
Following [GKM02] , we will set δ 0,{i} = −ψ i so that the line bundles δ i,I are defined for every [i, I] ∈ T * g,n . As customary, we will set ψ := n i=1 ψ i and we will denote the class of the total boundary divisor by δ, i.e. δ = δ i,I where the sum ranges over all elements [i, I] ∈ T * g,n such that [i, I] = [0, {k}] for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Recall also that on M g,n we can define the Hodge line bundle λ := det π * (ω Cg,n / Mg,n ). The following fact is proven in [AC98, Thm. 2.2] for char(k) = 0 and in [Mor01] for char(k) > 0.
Fact 2.1. The rational Picard group Pic(M g,n ) Q of M g,n is generated by λ, δ irr and {δ i,I } [i,I]∈T * g,n and if g ≥ 3 there are no relations.
The F-curves are one-dimensional strata of stratification of M g,n by dual graphs and, up to numerical equivalence, they are of the following type: 
is obtained by attaching a fixed curve of M i,I+1 , a fixed curve of M j,J+1 , a fixed curve of M k,K+1 and a fixed curve of M g−i−j−k,(I∪J∪K) c +1 to a moving curve in M 0,4 (and stabilising if necessary). Some special F-curves, called elliptic bridge curves (see [CTV18, Def. 0.1]), will play a key role in this paper:
is the elliptic bridge curve of type irr;
is the elliptic bridge curve of type {[i, I], [i + 1, I]}. The intersection of the Q-line bundles of M g,n with the F-curves are determined by the following formulae.
The stack of T -semistable curves
The aim of this subsection is to study the stack of T -semistable curves, whose definition we now recall (following the terminology of [CTV18, Sec. 1]).
) be a n-pointed curve such that C is Gorenstein and ω C ( n i=1 p i ) is ample. Let p ∈ C be a tacnode. We say that p is of type:
• type(p) := {irr} ⊆ T g,n if the normalisation of C at p is connected;
• type(p) := {[τ, I], [τ + 1, I]} ⊆ T g,n if the normalisation of C at p consists of two connected components, one of which has arithmetic genus τ and marked points {p i } i∈I (and then the other one will have arithmetic genus g −τ −1 and marked points {p i } i∈I c ).
) such that: (a) C has only nodes, cusps and tacnodes of type contained in T as singularities; (b) C does not have A 1 -attached and A 3 -attached elliptic tails; (c) ω C ( p i ) is ample.
(ii) The stack of T -semistable n-pointed curves of genus g, denoted by M T g,n , parametrises flat, proper families of n-pointed curves (π :
are distinct sections that lie in the smooth locus of π, such that the line bundle ω C/B ( σ i ) is relatively ample and the geometric fibres of π are T -semistable n-pointed curves of genus g.
Recall that the stack M Observe that the empty set is admissible and it is the unique admissible subset if g = 0 or if (g, n) = (1, 0). If g ≥ 2 or g = 1 and n ≥ 2, then the minimal subsets are exactly the smallest admissible non-empty subsets of T g,n . Moreover, a subset T ⊂ T g,n is admissible if and only if it is the union of the minimal subsets contained in T .
Proposition 3.4. Given two subsets T, S ⊆ T g,n , we have that
In particular, we have that M T g,n = M S g,n ⇐⇒ T adm = S adm . Proof. We will divide the proof in four steps.
Step I: If {[1, ∅]} ∈ T and we let T := T − {[1, ∅]} then we have that
Indeed, the n-pointed curves that belong to
. However, if p is such a tacnode then the normalisation of C at p will have one connected component D of arithmetic genus one and without marked points. From the ampleness of ω C ( n i=1 p i ) it follows that either D is an irreducible curve or D has two irreducible components E and R of arithmetic genera, respectively, 1 and 0, meeting in a node q and such that p ∈ R. In the first case, (E, p) is an A 3 -attached elliptic tail of (C, {p i }) while in the second case (E, q) is an A 1 -attached elliptic tail of (C, {p i }). However, both cases are impossible because if (C, {p i }) ∈ M T g,n then it cannot contain A 1 -attached or A 3 -attached elliptic tails. Hence, we conclude that M T g,n = M T g,n .
Step II: If g ≤ 1 and irr ∈ T , then if we let T := T − {irr} then we have that
Indeed, this follows immediately from the fact that if there exists a curve (C, {p i }) ∈ M T g,n having a tacnode or an A 1 /A 1 -attached elliptic chain of type irr then g ≥ 2.
Step III: For any T ⊆ T g,n , we have that
Indeed, by
Step I e II above, we can assume, up to replacing T with T :
This is true because, given an n-pointed curve (C, {p i }) ∈ M Step IV: Given T and S admissible subsets of T g,n , we have that
The implication ⇐ is clear. In order to show the implication ⇒, we will show that if
If irr ∈ S − T (which forces g ≥ 2 because S is admissible), then consider an n-pointed irreducible curve (C, {p i }} of arithmetic genus g having a unique singular point p ∈ C which is furthermore a tacnode: such a curve exists in any genus g ≥ 2 and for any n ≥ 0), and it Consider an n-pointed curve (C, {p i }} having two irreducible smooth components D 1 and D 2 meeting in one tacnode p, and such that D 1 has genus τ and contains the marked points {p 1 } i∈I while D 2 has genus g − τ − 1 and contains the marked points {p i } i∈I c . Observe that C has arithmetic genus g, the line bundle ω C ( i p i ) is ample because (τ, I), (g − 1 − τ, I c ) = (0, ∅), and C does not contain A 3 -attached elliptic chains because (τ, I),
Remark 3.5. It follows from [CTV18, Lemma 3.11] that the number of admissible subsets of T g,n is the same as the number of subfaces of the elliptic bridge face, which by [CTV18, Lemma 3.9] is equal to
if n = 0 and g ≥ 3 is odd, 2 (i) An elliptic bridge is a 2-pointed curve (E, q 1 , q 2 ) of arithmetic genus 1 which is either irreducible or it has two rational smooth components R 1 and R 2 that meet in either two nodes or one tacnode and such that q i ∈ R i for i = 1, 2. The unique elliptic bridge containing a tacnode is called the tacnodal elliptic bridge.
) be an n-pointed curve of genus g. We say that (C,
) be a n-pointed curve such that C is Gorenstein and ω C (
) be an A 1 /A 1 -attached elliptic bridge. We say that (E, q 1 , q 2 ) is of type:
• type(E, q 1 , q 2 ) := {irr} ⊆ T g,n if γ(q 1 ) and γ(q 2 ) are singular points (either nodes or tacnodes) of C and C \ γ(E) is connected (which includes also the case of a closed
and γ(q 2 ) are are singular points (either nodes or tacnodes) of C and C \ γ(E) consists of two connected component, one of which has arithmetic genus τ with marked points {p i } i∈I .
Note that a (resp. A 1 /A 1 -attached) tacnodal elliptic bridge is the same thing as an (resp. attached) open rosary of length 2 in the sense of [CTV18, Def. 1.3]. Therefore, a tacnodal elliptic bridge has an action of G m described explicitly in [CTV18, Rmk. 1.4].
(ii) K does not contain tacnodes nor A 1 /A 1 -attached elliptic bridges of type contained in T . In particular, every connected component of K is a pseudo-stable curve that does not contain any A 1 /A 1 -attached elliptic bridge of type contained in T .
Here K (which is allowed to be empty or disconnected) is regarded as a pointed curve with marked points given by the union of
The above results is false for (g, n) = (2, 0) and T adm = {irr} (the other possibility being
by Proposition 3.4), as we now discuss. Remark 3.8 (Closed points in M irr 2 ). The curves in M irr 2 are of the following type: smooth curve C ∅ , integral curve C n with one node and geometric genus 1, integral curve C c with one cusp and geometric genus 1, rational curve with two nodes C nn , a rational curve C nc with one node and one cusp, curve C nnn made of two smooth rational curves meeting in three nodes, rational curve C cc with two cusps, rational curve C t with one tacnode and curve C nt made of two smooth rational curves meeting in one node and one tacnode.
The isotrivial specialisation between these curves are the following ones: C c and C nc isotrivially specialise to C cc (see [HL07, Thm. 1]); C n , C nn , C nc , C nnn and C t isotrivially specialise to C nt (see [CTV18, Lemma 1.8]). Therefore the closed points of M irr 2 are the smooth curves and the two curves C cc and C nt .
A picture of all the strata of M irr 2 together with all the degenerations (isotrivial or not) among them can be found in Figure 1 . given in Remark 3.8, it follows that B irr is made of the curves of type C n , C nn , C nc , C nnn and C nt (see also Figure 1 ). Hence, B irr is not closed because it does not contain curve of type C c and C nc , which are however in the closure of curves of type C n and C nn , respectively. This shows that M irr,+ 2
We prove in [CTV18] that the stack M T g,n admits a good moduli space M T g,n provided that the characteristic of the base field k is big enough with respect to the pair (g, n), written as char(k) ≫ (g, n), whose exact meaning is specified in [CTV18, Def. 2.1]. Assume that char(k) ≫ (g, n).
(1) The algebraic stack M T g,n admits a good moduli space M T g,n , which is a normal proper irreducible algebraic space over k. Moreover, there exists a commutative diagram
where the vertical maps are the natural morphisms to the good moduli spaces, the morphism ι T is an open inclusion of stacks and the morphism f T is a projective morphism. (2) If char(k) = 0 then M T g,n is a projective variety and f T is the contraction of the Knegative face F T of the Mori cone of M ps g,n , which is the convex hull of the elliptic bridge curves (see Section 2) of type contained in T .
The above Theorem is false for (g, n) = (2, 0) and T adm = {irr}, as we now indicate.
Remark 3.11. From Remark 3.8, it follows that the curve C nc can isotrivially specialise to the two distinct closed points C cc and C nt (see also Figure 1 ). This implies that the stack M irr 2 is not weakly separated in the sense of [ASVdW, Sec. 2] and also that if a good moduli space for M irr 2 exists (and we do not know if that is the case or not) then it will not be separated. In the remaining of this section, we study several geometric properties of the space M 
Strata of
From [CTV18, Lemma 3.7], it follows that a Q-line bundle on M T g,n is T -compatible if and only if it intersects in zero all the elliptic bridge curves (see Section 2) of type contained in T .
Proposition 3.13. Assume that (g, n) = (2, 0) and Proof. Up to passing to a multiple, it is enough to prove the statement for a line bundle on M T g,n .
Given such a line bundle L on M T g,n and any one parameter subgroup ρ : 
We will now show that this is the case if and only if L is T -compatible. To prove the if implication, assume that L is T -compatible and fix a closed k-point (C,
, where (E 1 , q 1 1 , q 1 2 ), . . . , (E r , q r 1 , q r 2 ) are A 1 /A 1 -attached tacnodal elliptic bridges of type contained in T and K does not contain tacnodes nor A 1 /A 1 -attached elliptic bridges of type contained in T . By [CTV18, Rmk. 1.4], the connected component of the automorphism group of (C, {p i }) is equal to
This implies that any one parameter subgroup of Aut((C, {p i }) is a linear combination of the r one parameter subgroups
The weights L, ρ E i are computed in the Lemma 3.14 below. Since type(E i , q i 1 , q i 2 ) ⊆ T and L is T -compatible by assumption, then L, ρ E i = 0, which implies that L, ρ = 0 for any one parameter subgroup of Aut((C, {p i })). Since this is true for any closed point (C, {p i }) of M , {p i }) be the n-pointed curve which is the stabilisation of the n-pointed curve obtained by gluing nodally a tacnodal elliptic bridge (E, q 1 , q 2 ) with a smooth curve C 1 of genus τ in q 1 and a smooth curve C 2 of genus g − τ − 1 in q 2 and putting the marked points {p i } i∈I in C 1 and the marked points {p i } i∈I c in C 2 . The curve (D([τ, I] , [τ + 1, I]], {p i }) is T -closed and hence it is a closed k-point of M T g,n by Proposition 3.7; moreover, it has an A 1 /A 1 -attached elliptic tacnodal bridge (E, q 1 , q 2 ) of type
Proof. Since the weight is linear in L, the result will follow from the following identities: Second, in order to compute the weights of the ψ classes, recall that the fiber of ψ i over a pointed curve (C, {p i }) is canonically isomorphic to the k-vector space T p i (C). Hence, ψ i , ρ E is the weight of the action of G m , via the one parameter subgroup ρ E , on the 1-dimensional k-vector space T p i (C). Since the action of G m is trivial outside E, the weight of G m on T p i (C) can be non-zero only if p i belongs to E, in which case p i must coincide with either q 1 or q 2 and the type of E must be {[0, {i}], [1, {i}]}. Moreover, if this happens, then by the explicit action of G m on (E, q 1 , q 2 ) given in [CTV18, Rmk. 1.4], it follows that ψ i , ρ E = 1. Summing up, we get that
Finally, in order to compute the weights of the boundary line bundles, we will adapt the computations of [AFS16, Sec. 3.2.2]. Consider the (formal) semiuniversal deformation space Def(C, {p i }) of the n-pointed curve (C, {p i }).
Any boundary divisor D on M T g,n restricted to a G m -invariant Cartier divisor on Def(C, {p i }) given by an equation of the form {f = 0}. The G m -weight of f is equal to − O(D), ρ E according to [AFS16, Lemma 3.11]. Now, since the action of G m is trivial outside E, the only contributions to the weights of the boundary divisors come from the singular points lying in E, i.e. the tacnode p of E and, possibly, the two points q 1 and q 2 if they are nodes.
In order to compute these contributions, consider the formally smooth morphism
into the product of the (formal) semiuniversal deformation spaces of the tacnode p and of nodes belonging to {q 1 , q 2 }. The group Aut(E, q 1 , q 2 ) o ∼ = G m acts on the above deformation spaces in such a way that the morphism Φ is equivariant. Let us know write down explicitly the deformation spaces of the above singularities together with the action of G m , using the equation given in [CTV18, Rmk. 1.4]. The semiuniversal deformation space of q i (for i = 1, 2), whenever it is a node, is equal to Spf k[b i ] and the semiuniversal deformation family is n i z i = b i where z i is a local coordinate on the branch of the node q i not belonging to E. The action of G m is given by t · (b i ) = (tb i ). The locus of singular deformations of the node q i is cut out by the equation {b i = 0}, which has G m -weight one.
On the other hand, using that char(k) = 2, the semiuniversal deformation space of the tacnode p is equal to Def( O C a 2 , a 1 , a 0 ) is the discriminant of the polynomial x 4 + a 2 x 2 + a 1 x + a 0 . Since the discriminant is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 12 in the roots of the above polynomial and G m acts on the roots with weight −1 (the same weight of x), it follows that G m acts on the discriminant with weights −12.
From the above discussion, it follows that the only boundary divisors of M T g,n that can have a non-zero weight against ρ E are the ones whose equation on Def(C, {p i }) is given by {0 = Φ * (∆) · q i node Φ * (b i )}. The Cartier divisor {0 = Φ * (∆)} comes from the restriction of δ irr to Def(C, {p i }), since for each generic point of {0 = Φ * (∆)} (indeed there are two generic points), the elliptic tacnodal bridge has been replaced by a nodal elliptic bridge, whose unique node is internal and hence of type irr. On the other hand, depending on the types of the nodes in {q 1 , q 2 }, the Cartier divisor {0 = q i node Φ * (b i )} is the restriction to Def(C, {p i }) of the following divisor on M • O if neither q 1 nor q 2 are nodes (which can occur only if (g, n) = (1, 2)). We now conclude, using the above mentioned [AFS16, Lemma 3.11], that the weights of the boundary divisors are equal to (3.6)
By putting together (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), we deduce that (3.3) holds, and we are done.
We now discuss when M T g,n is Q-factoriality or Q-Gorenstein. We will first need the following Definition 3.15. [CTV18, Def. 4.6] Given a subset T ⊆ T g,n , we define the divisorial part of T as the (possible empty) subset T div ⊂ T defined by Proposition 3.16. Assume that (g, n) = (2, 0), char(k) ≫ (g, n), and let T ⊆ T g,n . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
Under the above conditions and assuming that (g, n) = (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 0), we have the following 
Let us now prove the equivalence of the conditions in the statement. 
Combining (3.8) and (3.9), we deduce that dim
(ii)⇒ (iii): First, we assume that M T g,n is Q-Gorenstein and that (g, n) = (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 0), and we prove formula (3.7). By the commutative diagram (3.1) and using the identification Pic(M 
). Since, as discussed above, the exceptional divisors of f T are {∆ 1,{a i } } k i=1 , we can write
for some γ i ∈ Q. Using our assumptions on (g, n), Proposition [CTV18, Prop. 3.1] and Mumford formula (see e.g. [CTV18, Fact 1.28(ii)]) imply that
Substituting into (3.10), we get the formula
For any 1 ≤ j ≤ k, consider the elliptic bridge curve
, it follows that C j is contracted by f T . Hence, by projection formula, we have that
Substituting (3.13) into (3.12), we get that γ i = 8 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k; hence (3.7) is proved. Now we can prove that T = T adm = T div under the assumption that (g, n) = (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 0) . Indeed, by contradiction, suppose that this is not the case. Then T contains either {irr} or a pair {[τ, I], [τ + 1, I]} that is different from {[0, {j}, [1, {j}]} for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n. In any of these cases, one of the conditions (3.2) does not hold for the line bundle 13λ − 2δ + ψ − 8 k i=1 δ 1,{a i } . But then, by formula (3.7), this means that (φ T ) * (K M T g,n ) is not T -compatible and this is absurd by Proposition 3.13.
It remains to deal with the special cases (g, n) = (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 0), where formula (3.7) is false (see [CTV18, Remark 3 .3]). The case (g, n) = (1, 2) is easy since T adm = T div for any T . Assume now that (g, n) = (2, 1) or (3, 0). In each of these cases, T div = ∅ while T = T adm = ∅ or {irr}. By contradiction, assume that T = {irr}. By [CTV18, Prop. 4.2(iii)], the morphism f T is small and hence f *
where R is an effective divisor not contained in the boundary of M ps g,n . Consider now the elliptic bridge curve C(irr), see Section 2. From [CTV18, Prop. 4.2], it follows that C(irr) is contracted by f T . Hence, by projection formula, we have that
is not contained in R, being entirely contained in the boundary. Using these facts and [CTV18, Lemma 3.7], we compute
which is the desired contradiction.
We finally describe a factorisation of the morphism f T into a divisorial contraction and a small contraction.
Proposition 3.17. Assume that (g, n) = (2, 0), char(k) ≫ (g, n) and let T ⊆ T g,n . The morphism f T : M ps g,n → M T g,n can be factorised as follows (3.14)
in such a way that (i) The morphism f T div is a composition of 1 2 |T div | divisorial contractions, each one of them having the relative Mori cone generated by a K-negative extremal ray.
(ii) The algebraic space M Note that, if char(k) = 0, then all the spaces appearing in (3.14) are projective varieties, and hence f T div is the composition of divisorial contractions of K-negative rays while σ T is a small contraction of a K-negative face if and only the condition on T appearing in (iv) is satisfied.
Proof. The open inclusions of stacks
induce the requested factorisation of f T by passing to the good moduli spaces. Let us show that the morphisms f T div and σ T have the required properties. Part (i): note that we can assume T div = ∅, for otherwise f T div = id and there is nothing to prove. For i ∈ [n], let T i = {[0, {i}], [1, {i}]}; we can write T div = {T a 1 , . . . , T a k }, with a i ∈ [n] and k = 1 2 |T div |. It is also convenient to let T j = {T a 1 , . . . , T a j } for j ≤ k, and T 0 := ps. We have open embedding of stacks
We denote by f j+1 : M
the morphism induced on the good moduli spaces by
is Q-factorial (and hence Q-Gorenstein) by Proposition 3.16. Since f T div = g k , it is enough to show that each f j+1 is a divisorial contraction whose relative Mori cone is generated by a Note that (g, n) = (2, 0) by hypothesis and (g, n) = (2, 1), (3, 0) since we are assuming that
We can therefore assume that (g, n) = (2, 0), (2, 1), (3, 0), (1, 2). By the projection formula, it is enough to show that
Because of the assumptions on (g, n), we can apply formula (3.7), and we get that
Using this formula and [CTV18, Lemma 3.7], we compute that 
where we used the projection formula in the first equality. The special cases (g, n) = (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 0) are easy to deal with: in the case (g, n) = (1, 2) we have that T adm = T div and hence σ T is the identity; in the cases (g, n) = (2, 1), (3, 0) then T div = ∅ which implies that σ T = f T . Hence we can assume that (g, n) = (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 0).
Under this assumption, we can apply formula (3.7) to get that
Using this formula and [CTV18, Lemma 3.7], we get
(which implies that (g, n) = (3, 1), (3, 2), (2, 2)) −7 otherwise. This concludes the proof of part (iv).
In Proposition 3.17 we considered the contraction of the K-negative extremal face F T , and showed that it can be decomposed into a sequence of elementary divisorial contractions which correspond exactly to the divisorial extremal rays of F T , followed by a small contraction. In general contractions of extremal faces can behave in a more subtle way as the following example shows.
Example 3.18. There exists a terminal 3-fold X with a K X -negative extremal face F ⊂ N E(X) generated by two extremal rays R 1 , R 2 such that the contraction of F is divisorial, but the contractions associated to R 1 and R 2 are both small (see [Mat02, Example 3.1.9] for an explicit example of this kind). In this case the morphism f : X → Y associated to F can not be decomposed into an elementary divisorial contraction followed by a small contraction.
Moduli spaces as ample models
In this section we are interested in determining Q-divisors L on M g,n (resp. on M 
More precisely, we would like to understand when the morphism Y be a birational map between normal projective varieties. Assume that f −1 does not contract any divisor and let L be a Q-Cartier divisor on X such that f * L is also Q-Cartier. The map f is called L-non-positive if for some common resolution p : W → X and q : W → Y , we may write
If it exists, an ample model f : X Y is unique and given by
with the induced natural map (cf. [BCHM10, Lemma 3.6.6(1)] or [KKL16, Remark 2.4(ii)]). The converse is also true, i.e. if L is big and the ring of sections of L is finitely generated then the induced map to its projectivization is the ample model of L (see [KKL16, Theorem 4 
.2]).
A special case of the above situation is when L is semiample, in which case the ample model of L is given by the regular contraction induced by |mL| for m sufficiently divisible (such a morphism is called the regular contraction associated to L).
In dealing with the above questions, we will often restrict ourselves to special Q-divisors on M g,n (resp. M ps g,n ).
where K is the canonical divisor of stack M g,n (resp. M ps g,n ), a ≥ 0 and
with 0 ≤ α irr ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ α i,I ≤ 1.
Using the formula K = 13λ − 2δ + ψ, we can write adjoint Q-divisors on M g,n (resp. M ps g,n ) in the following form (4.2)
Remark 4.2. Given an adjoint Q-divisor L = K + ψ + aλ + ∆ on M g,n as in the above definition, the pair (in the category of DM stacks)
|I|≥2 if i=0
is lc (log canonical) since the boundary divisor of M g,n is a normal crossing divisor and all the coefficients of ∆ ′ are non-negative and strictly less than or equal to 1. Moreover, the Q-line bundle aλ + n j=1 (1 − α 0,{j} )ψ j is nef, since λ is nef (see [ACG11, Chap. XIV, Lemma (5.6)]) and ψ i is nef for each i by [ACG11, Chapter XIV, Corollary (5.14)].
Therefore, L is a polarised adjoint Q-divisor in the sense of [BZ16] with respect to the lc pair (M g,n , ∆ ′ ) and the nef divisor aλ
Our choice is to use only the term adjoint since no confusion can arise. The analogous remark is true for adjoint Q-divisors on M ps g,n . The main result of this section is the following. Theorem 4.3. Assume that char(k) = 0 and let L be an adjoint Q divisor on M g,n as in Definition 4.1.
(2) Assume that (g, n) = (1, 1), (2, 0). Then L is semiample with associated contraction equal to Υ : M g,n → M ps g,n if and only if it is F-nef and the only F-curve on which it is trivial is C ell . In this case, we have that
(3) Fix T ⊆ T g,n and assume that (g, n) = (1, 1), (2, 0), (1, 2) and that α irr ≤ 10−a 12 . Then Υ * (L) is semiample with associated contraction equal to f T : M ps g,n → M T g,n if and only if Υ * (Υ * (L)) is F-nef and the only F-curves on which it is trivial are the ones whose images in M ps g,n have numerical classes contained in F T . Moreover, in this case the ample model of L is equal to Υ T = f T • Υ : M g,n → M T g,n if we assume furthermore that α irr ≤ 9 − a + α 1,∅ 12 . In particular, we have that
The intersection-theoretic conditions appearing in the above theorem will be translated into explicit numerical conditions for the coefficients of L in Lemmas 4.11 and 4.13. The following remark describes explicitly the F-curves appearing the hypotheses of the theorem.
Remark 4.4. Fix T ⊆ T g,n and assume that (g, n) = (1, 1), (2, 0), (1, 2) . Since the relative Mori cone NE(Υ T ) is equal to Ker(Υ T * ) ∩ NE(M g,n ) and the relative Mori cone NE(f T ) is equal to
. Then the only F-curves of M g,n whose images in M ps g,n have numerical classes contained in F T , or equivalently such that their numerical class belong to NE(Υ T ), are (in the notation of Section 2):
This follows from an inspection of the list of F-curves (see §2) using that an integral curve of M g,n has numerical class contained in NE(Υ T ) if and only if it is either contracted by Υ or it is an elliptic bridge curve of type contained in T by [CTV18, Lemma 3.8(ii)].
The proof of the above results will be divided in a few steps; we start off with the following remark clearing the relation between adjoint Q-divisors on M g,n and on M ps g,n , and their ample models.
Remark 4.5. Assume that (g, n) = (1, 1), (2, 0).
is an adjoint Q-divisor on M It will be useful to notice that, since α 1,∅ ≤ 1, we also have
(ii) If L = K + ψ + aλ + ∆ is an adjoint Q-divisors on M ps g,n , then using [CTV18, Prop. 3.4(iii)] and (4.2) we get (for any β ∈ Q):
In particular, we deduce that An important property of adjoint divisors on M g,n or on M ps g,n is that they fulfil the expectations of the F-conjecture in the following sense.
Proposition 4.6. Assume char(k) = 0.
(1) Let L be an adjoint Q-divisor on M g,n . If L is F-ample (resp. F-nef ) then L is ample (resp. nef ). (2) Assume that (g, n) = (1, 1), (2, 0) and let L be an adjoint Q-divisor on M ps g,n such that nef (and hence L is nef ) . In proving the above Proposition, a crucial role is played by the morphism (studied in [GKM02] )
given by gluing g copies of the pointed rational elliptic curve at the first g marked points of a curve in M 0,g+n . We will need the following Lemma, which is based on a result of Keel-McKernen [KM13, Thm. 1.2] characterising certain extremal rays of the Mori cone of M 0,N .
with (4.7)
If L is non-negative (risp. positive) on all the F-curves of M g,n of type (6) , then f * (L) is nef (resp. ample).
Proof. Let us first compute f * (L). First of all, we have that
Indeed, by [ACG11, Chap. XIII, Thm. (7.6) and Thm. (7.15)], we have the formula K + ψ = 2κ 1 − 11λ both on M g,n and on M 0,g+n = M 0,g+n . Now the pull-back f * preserves κ 1 by [ACG11, Chap. XVII, Lemma 4.38] and it also sends λ to zero (and hence it preserves it) because the only moving curves in the image of λ are rational curves. Hence formula (4.8) follows. Furthermore, using [ACG11, Chap. XVII, Lemma 4.38] again, we see that
In particular, the only line bundles of the form f * δ i,I that are not boundary line bundles of M 0,g+n are (4.10)
By putting (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) together, we get that 
so that the expression (4.11) becomes
Note that the hypothesis (4.7) together with the fact that ψ i is nef for any 1 ≤ i ≤ g + n by [ACG11, Chap. XIV, Cor. (5.14)], implies that ∆ is a boundary divisor on M 0,g+n (i.e. a sum of the boundary irreducible components of M 0,g+n each with coefficient in between 0 and 1) and that N is a nef divisor. Now suppose by contradiction that f * L is not nef (resp. not ample). Then there exists an extremal ray R of the Mori cone NE 1 (M 0,g+n ) such that
Using (4.12) and the fact that N is nef, both the inequalities (4.13) imply the following inequality (4.14)
Now we can apply [KM13, Theorem 1.2(2)] (which needs char(k) = 0) in order to conclude that R is generated by an F-curve C of M 0,g+n . The image f (C) of this F-curve via f will be an F-curve of M g,n of type (6) . Now the inequality (4.13) together with the projection formula implies (4.15) L · f (C) < 0 (resp. ≤ 0), and this contradicts the assumption that L intersects non-negatively (resp. positively) all the F-curves of M g,n of type (6).
Proof of Proposition 4.6. Let us first prove part (1). Note that the line bundle L satisfies the numerical assumptions (4.7) because it is adjoint on M g,n and it intersects non-negatively (resp. positively) all the F-curves of type (6) because it is F-nef (resp. F-ample) by assumption. Hence, we can apply Lemma 4.7 in order to infer that f * L is nef (resp. ample). This fact, together with the fact that L intersects non-negatively (resp. positively) all the F-curves of type (1) through (5) because it is F-nef (resp. F-ample) by assumption, implies by [GKM02, Cor. (4. 3)] that L is nef (resp. ample). The proof of part (2) is similar and it uses the fact that Υ * (L) satisfies the numerical assumptions (4.7) by the formula (4.5) (with β = 0) using that L is an adjoint line bundle on M ps g,n with α irr ≤ 10−a 12 . We now formulate a criterion to check whether a Q-divisor (not necessarily adjoint) on M g,n (resp. on M ps g,n ) is semiample with associated contraction equal to Υ : M g,n → M In Case (1) of the statement, L is a nef divisor which supports exactly R ≥0 · [C ell ], while in Case (2) L is a nef divisor supporting F T . The result follows hence by the cone theorem [KM98, Theorem 3.7] and its proof. More precisely, one sees that mL − K is ample for m ≫ 0 and so L is semiample, inducing the desired contraction.
The last equivalence in part (2) follows from the projection formula together with the fact that all the curves in M ps g,n are images of curves in M g,n since Υ is surjective and projective. Remark 4.9. A priori, we could have considered another possibility in the above Lemma, namely those Q-divisors L on M g,n that are semiample with associated contraction (1) Let L be an adjoint Q-divisor on M g,n . Then L is nef and trivial only on the curves whose numerical class is in R ≥0 · [C ell ] if and only if L is F-nef and the only F-curve on which it is trivial is C ell . (2) Let L be an adjoint Q-divisor on M ps g,n and fix T ⊆ T g,n . Assume that α irr ≤ 10−a 12 and that (g, n) = (1, 2).
Then L is nef and trivial only on the curves whose numerical class is contained in F T if and only if Υ * (L) is F-nef and the only F-curves on which it is trivial are the ones whose images in M ps g,n have numerical classes contained in F T . Note that the condition α irr ≤ 10−a 12 appearing in (2) is natural from different point of views by Remark 4.5 and also quite mild as we will see in Remark 4.14(i).
Proof. Note that the only if implications are trivial in all the cases, hence we will focus on the if implication.
Let us first prove (1). Assume that L is F-nef and the only F-curve on which it is trivial is C ell . We want to show that L is nef and trivial only on the curves whose numerical class is in R ≥0 · [C ell ]. For that purpose, using that K M g,n + ψ + 9 11 (δ − ψ) is a nef divisor on M g,n supporting the extremal ray R ≥0 · [C ell ] by [AFS17a, Introduction] , it is enough to show that the Q-divisor
is nef for t ≫ 0. Note that M (t) is F-nef for t ≫ 0 since L is positive on all the F-curves that are different from C ell and K M g,n + ψ + 7 10 (δ − ψ) is zero on C ell . Using this, it follows from [GKM02, Cor. 4.3] that M (t) is nef if (and only if) its pull-back via the gluing morphism f : M 0,g+n → M g,n of (4.6) is nef. This will follow if we show that f * (L) is ample.
In order to show this, we apply Lemma 4.7. Since L is an adjoint divisor on M g,n , it satisfies the numerical assumptions (4.7). Moreover, L is positive on the F-curves of type (6) by assumption. It follows from Lemma 4.7 that f * (L) is ample and we are done.
Let us finally prove part (2). Assume that Υ * (L) is F-nef and the only F-curves on which it is trivial are the ones whose image in M ps g,n has numerical class contained in F T . We want to show that L is nef and trivial only on the curves whose numerical classes is contained in F T . For that purpose, we will show the following Claim: the Q-divisor on M ps g,n tL − K M ps g,n + ψ + 7 10 (δ − ψ)
is nef for t ≫ 0. Let us show that the claim will prove the desired statement. Indeed, it follows from [AFS17a, Thm. 1.2(a)] that K M ps g,n +ψ + 7 10 (δ −ψ) is a nef divisor on M ps g,n such the only integral curves on which it vanishes are the elliptic bridge curves (see Section 2). Therefore, this fact together with the above claim, imply that L is nef and that the only integral curves on which it is possibly zero are the elliptic bridge curves. However, each elliptic bridge curve of M ps g,n is the image of an F-curves of M g,n and, by the assumption on Υ * (L), the only ones on which L vanishes are the ones of type contained in T . This implies that L is trivial only on the curves whose numerical classes are contained in F T .
Let us now prove the claim. Since any curve in M ps g,n is the image of a curve in M g,n because Υ is projective and surjective, it is enough (and indeed necessary) to show that the Q-divisor on M g,n Let us show that both these two properties hold true, which will conclude our proof. Property (a) holds true because, by assumption, Υ * (L) is F-nef and the only F-curves on which it vanishes are the one whose class belong to NE(Υ T ), on which also K M ps g,n +ψ + 7 10 (δ −ψ) vanishes as recalled above.
In order to show property (b), it is enough to prove that f * (Υ * (L)) is ample. With this aim, note that Υ * (L) satisfies the numerical assumptions (4.7) by the formula (4.5) (with β = 0) using that L is an adjoint line bundle on M ps g,n with α irr ≤ 10−a 12 . Moreover, Υ * (L) is positive on all the F-curves of type (6) because of our assumptions on Υ * (L) and the fact that none of these F-curves has numerical class contained in NE(Υ T ) by Remark 4.4. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 4.7 in order to conclude that f * (Υ * (L)), and we are done.
We are now in position to prove our main result. (resp. (iiib), resp. (iiic)). The case where the number of indices equal to [1, ∅] is 3 (which cannot occur for (g, n) = (3, 0), (4, 0)) gives rise to the third inequality in (iiid) in the case (g, n) = (3, 0), (4, 0). The case where the number of indices equal to [1, ∅] is 4 (which can occur only for (g, n) = (4, 0)) gives rise to the inequality in (iiid) in the case (g, n) = (4, 0).
Let us comment on the numerical conditions appearing in the above Lemma.
Remark 4.14. if (g, n) = (4, 0),
11−a 12
if (g, n) = (3, 0).
(ii) The inequalities (iiib), (iiic) and (iiid) in the above Lemma simplify under suitable assumptions on α irr (using that all the coefficients α i,I are such that 0 ≤ α i,I ≤ 1). More precisely, we have that:
• If α irr < g,n . By using the explicit numerical conditions appearing in the above two Lemmas and the main Theorem 4.3, we get the following corollary which describes a certain region inside the polytope of the adjoint Q-divisors on M g,n on which we can describe the ample models. 
